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Abstract: The development of the self-knowledge 
capacity of the pupils is one of the fundamental 
goals of education. As far as the orientation towards 
career is concerned, self-knowledge is the basis of 
the entire process. Self-knowledge is the 
investigation process oriented towards one’s own 
self (self-annalysis) in order to obtain knowledge 
and by this a self-image through self-observation. In 
order to be objective its data must be reported to the 
opinions and appreciations of the others and to the 
results of one’s own activity. Self-knowledge 
becomes possible in adolescence, contributinf to the 
formation of a self-conscience and of the ego. 

 
 

Rezumat: Dezvoltarea capacităţii de 
autocunoaştere a elevilor este unul din obiectivele 
fundamentale ale educaţiei. In orientarea privind 
cariera, cunoaşterea de sine contituie baza 
întregului demers. Autocunoaşterea (cunoaşterea 
de sine) este procesul de investigaţie orientat spre 
propria persoană (autoanaliză) pentru a obţine 
cunoştinţe şi, prin aceasta, o imagine de sine cu 
ajutorul autoobservaţiei.Pentru a fi obiectivă, 
datele ei trebuie raportate la opiniile şi 
aprecierile altora şi la rezultatele propriei 
activităţi. Autocunoaşterea devine posibil de 
realizat în adolescenţă, contribuind la formarea 
conştiinţei de sine şi a imaginii eului.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In this respect we shall present some methods that may be used in the educational 

activities in the secondary school. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
The Method Of The Cube 
- on each side of the cube, there shall be an instruction: 

 describe (how does it look like?) 
 compare (whom/what does it resemble and whom/what is it different from) 
 associate (what does it make you think of) 
 apply (how can it be used) 
 analyze (what is it made of, what does it contain, what does it presuppose) 
 argument pro or con (is it good/bad, is it desirable/not, why) 

 -    a situation that must be tackled on the basis of the instructions from the sides of the 
cube is presented, for example: “Curriculum vitae” 
 The Mosaic Method 

- it implies dividing the pupils in groups of 4-5, each pupil must have a number 
from 1-5, “home-groups” 

- teacher divides the text into parts equal with the number of the groups 
- 4-5 groups of experts are made, respectively all the pupils number 1 form a 

group, all the nr 2’s, and so on, each group of experts studies a part of the text, 
assigned by the teacher. 

- Pupils come back in the home-groups and hand-in the content in which they are 
experts to the other colleagues (reciprocal handing-in) 
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Example: group 1 –presentation letter 
  Group 2 – letter of intention 
  Group 3 – CV 
  Group 4 – thanking letter 
 Tour Of The Gallery Technique  

- a technique of learning by cooperation 
- pupils organized in groups of 3-4 solve an assignment 
- the products of their activities are jotted down on paper by making a poster 
- the posters are displayed on the walls of the classroom, which becomes a gallery 

of displays 
- at the teacher’s signal, groups pass in turns by each poster and comment on them 
- after the tour is over, each group examines its own poster and discuss their 

observations with the pupils 
eg: group 1- a ciphered announcement 
group 2- an announcement given by recruiting agencies 
 group 3- an “alibi” announcement 

 The Bunch Technique 
- can be used individually or in groups 
- a word or a sintagm is written on the middle of the blackboard or of the notebook 
- pupils shall find as many connected words or sintagms as they can to the one 

written (with no value judgements) 
- then, these words/sintagms must be connected, emphasizing a large number of 

connectins by lines and arows 
 

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 Methods for developping the creative spirit: 
 Brainstorming  

- has three phases:  
 the divergence phase (many ideas are given out, judgement is suspended) 
 criticizing and evaluating 
 convergence phase, choosing solutions 

 Brainstorming By Role Changing  
 - a variant of the brainstorming method, in which the moderator asks the pupils to 
tackle and analyze a problem from more perspectives 
 Frisco Method  
 - a variant of brainstorming , in which the moderator gives each participant a specific 
role, which covers a certain dimension of personality and asks them to tackle the issue from 
different perspectives (eg: pessimistic, optimistic,traditional,exhuberant) 
 6 -3 -5 Method 

- resembles brainstorming 
- the class is divided in groups of 6 around tables and which write on a sheet of 

paper 3 possible ideas/solutions for solving the problem, in a given 5 minute 
period; then the sheets pass from one group to another until each group gets hold 
of their own sheet, with all the notes and observations from the other groups 

 Philips 6 -6 Method  
- supposes the division of the pupils in groups of 6, who chose a moderator 
- the co-ordinator gives out a problem to solve in a wrtitten form, common to all 

groups 
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- the debate lasts for 6 minutes, after which the moderators present the solutions of 
the groups they represent , in a moderators’ debate, then the class accepts and 
validates the optimal solutions  

 

 
 

 CONCLUSIONS 
The development of the self-knowledge capacity of the pupils is one of the 

fundamental goals of education. As far as the orientation towards career is concerned, self-
knowledge is the basis of the entire process. Self-knowledge is the investigation process 
oriented towards one’s own self (self-annalysis) in order to obtain knowledge and by this a 
self-image through self-observation 
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